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ABSTRACT:

Recently, a new buildup factors approximation formula based on the expanded
polynomial set (E-P function) was successfully introduced (Michieli 1994.) with the
maximum approximation error below 4 % throughout the standard data domain. Buildup
factors interpolation in E-P function parameters for arbitrary source energies, near the K-edge
in lead, was satisfactory. Maximum interpolation error, for lead, lays within 12% what
appears to be acceptable for most Point Kernel applications.

1991. Harima at. al. , showed that, near the K-edge, fluctuation in energy of exposure
rate attenuation factors i.e.: D(E)B(E,/iEr)exp(-nEr), given as a function of penetration
depth (/) in ordinary length units (not mfps.), is not nearly as great as that of buildup factors.
That phenomenon leads to the recommendation (ANSI/ANS-6.4.3) that inteipolations in that
energy range should be made in the attenuation factors B(E,/j.Er)exp(-JJ.EI) rather than in the
buildup factors alone.

In present article, such interpolation approach is investigated by applying it to the
attenuation factors in lead, with E-P function representation of exposure buildup factors.
Simple form of the E-P function leads to straight calculation of new function parameters for
arbitrary source energy near the K-edge and thus allowing the same representation form of
buildup factors as in the standard interpolation procedure. Results of the interpolation are
discussed and compared with those from standard approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

The values of gamma-ray buildup factors exhibit exponential rise as the source energy
decreases near the K-edge energy, in heavy elements (Figure 1.). Such sensitive dependence
on energy presents difficulties in buildup factor interpolation process for intermediate source
energies that are not listed in standard buildup factor data tables.

The ability to accurately reproduce buildup factors for arbitrary source energy by
interpolating the parameters of the function in energy is a desirable property for any
approximation function. Standard procedure using quadratic interpolation in Geometric
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progression function parameters (G-P function) is not recommended for energies near the K-
edge (ANSI/ANS-6.4.3, 1991.) due to high interpolation errors that might occur.

l.OE+14 j

Exposure buildup factors as the function of energy in lead

0,05

Figure 1.

New approximation formula based on the expanded polynomial set (E-P function) that
was successfully introduced (Michieli 1994.) exhibit better interpolating features near the K-
edge energy range. The approximation function has the form:

3

,r) = l+exp(PEfj.Er)^jAj(E)(jJl.rY+', where (5 and At are energy dependent
1=0

parameters while a is constant for given material.
Interpolation in E-P function parameters for arbitrary source energies, near the K-edge

in lead, was satisfactory. Maximum interpolation error, for lead, lays within 12% what appears
to be acceptable for most Point Kernel applications.

Thorough investigation of heavy element buildup factors behavior near the K-edge
energy was performed 1991. by Harima at. al. Results of investigation showed that, near the
K-edge energy large buildup factors are basically due to fluorescence radiation enhanced by
the relatively small absorption cross section. That observation leads to conclusion that very
large buildup factors just above K-edge energy can be approximately represented by replacing
the source with fluorescent K-edge X rays. The agreement in that approximation becomes
excellent with deep penetration and for incident photon energies in the vicinity of the K-edge.

As additional result of above analysis, it becomes apparent that fluctuation in energy
of exposure rate attenuation factors i.e.: D(E)B(E, r)exp(-juBr), given as a function of
penetration depth (r) in ordinary length units [cm] (not mfps.), is not nearly as great as that
of buildup factors. That phenomenon leads to the recommendation (ANSI/ANS-6.4.3) that
interpolations near the K-edge energy range should be made in the attenuation factors
B(E,r)exp(-(iEr) rather than in the buildup factors alone. As the illustration of above,
attenuation factors for energies near the K-edge in lead, as a function of penetration depth in
[mfp.] and [cm] are presented in Figures 2a. and 2b. respectively.
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Attenuation factors in lead as the function of penetration depth
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Figure 2b.

From Fig. 2b it is obvious that the dependence of attenuation factors on energy, for the
same shield thickness in cm, is weak for energies below 0.15 MeV.

In following chapter, a new interpolation approach based on this fact is described and
investigated, by applying it to the attenuation factors in lead, using E-P function representation
of exposure buildup factors.

II. INTERPOLATION PROCEDURE

One of the main advantages of E-P function representation of buildup factors in lead is
in its low approximation error (< 4%) near the K-edge energy due to the exponential term
(parameter (3) that smoothly trace exponential growth of buildup factors. Attenuation factors
for arbitrary source energy, using buildup factors in E-P form, could be presented as :

Ti [1]
i=0

The idea is to preserve the same E-P form of buildup factors for arbitrary source
energy, by taking the advantage of weak dependence of AF(E,r) on energy for fixed shield
thickness in [cm]. So, we need to calculate 5 independent parameters of E-P function for
arbitrary Ea value.

Supposing that f$E is known from standard interpolation in energy, we must
additionally provide four distinct values of attenuation factors to be able to calculate
remaining unknowns Aj (i=0,1,2,3) from expression [1]. Consequently, interpolation for
arbitrary energy near the K-edge should consists of three steps:

• Calculating j3£ by interpolating in energy;
• Calculating four distinct values of AF(E,rn) by interpolating in energy, at four

distinct penetration depths rn [cm], selected by the user ;
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As general recommendation in interpolation procedure, a potential user should
consider selection of data points from TABLE 1.

T A B L E 1.

Ea [MeV]

rn [cm]

<0.9
0.12
0.25
0.37
0.50

<0.1
0.15
0.30
0.45
0.65

< 0.11
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80

<0.12
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

<0.13
0.30
0.60
0.90
1.25

<0.14

0.35
0.70
1.10
1.50

Above listed fixed points nearly equally spans penetration depth interval from 0 to
40 mfp., and consequently it is reasonable to expect that approximation error would also be
uniformly distributed over that interval. For smaller shield thickness comparable adjustments
in fixed points selection could be made

It is important to emphasized that above described interpolation approach is
worthwhile only for penetration depths that exceed 20 mfp., since for smaller shield thickness
standard interpolation of the E-P function parameters in energy is more than satisfactory.

The calculation of intermediate AFn and P values is accomplished by parabolic
interpolation in E (or in Log E) as follows :

• Four data points, two before and two behind an arbitrary energy Ea. are selected (if
available) i.e., E]< E2< Ea< E3 < E4.

• Parabolic interpolation is done two times, i.e., for triplets Ej, E2, E3 and for E2, E3,
E4. The mean value of the two interpolations is adopted as the right value of the
parameters for that energy. For AFn values, process is repeated for all 4 distinct
penetration depths rn from Table 1.

Using notations:

n (Ea, /;,) - exp(- ^E rn) =Yn (Ea),

exp[//£ /;, (fiE - l ) ] = Cn(Ea) and

the system of four linear equations with four unknowns A; (Ea) could be composed as
follows:

, n = 1,2,3,4.

Above linear system can be readily solved following one of the standard methods such
as Inverse Matrix, Gaussian, Square-Root or the method of Principal Elements.
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• Solving system of four linear equations in four unknowns A\.

The reasons for choosing above interpolating procedure are following :

1. Parameter (3 assures good approximation results for energies near the K-edge. The
shape of the approximation function in that energy interval is mainly dictated by
the value of (3. Furthermore, change in (3 value with energy is extremely smooth
and thus suitable for accurate interpolation. The dependence of {3 on energy in lead
is illustrated in Figure 3.

2. The change of attenuation factors AF(E,r) with energy in the vicinity of the K-edge
for fixed shield thickness in [cm] is weak and smooth. That assures accurate
interpolation and consequently provides nearly correct values of calculated A;
parameters for selected penetration depths. It should be emphasized that proper
selection of penetration depth (4 distinct values) is important for final result, since
E-P function would be framed at these points. It seems reasonable to expect that,
with such parameters, buildup approximation error would be in the same bounds as
attenuation factors. The dependence of attenuation factors on energy in lead, for
several shield thicknesses in [cm], using E-P buildup values (Michieli 1994), is
presented in Fig. 4.
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For larger penetration depths (> 0.5 cm) lower energy points in Fig. 4. are omitted
since E-P function representation of buildup factors is limited to ~ 40 mfp., although small
extrapolation (< 50 mfp.) doesn't significantly change general curve shapes.
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HI. RESULTS

The validity of aforementioned interpolation approach is examined on several specific
energy points near the K-edge energy in lead. The results of the interpolation together with the
energy points used for the interpolation are presented in TABLE 2. Results are compared with
the results from standard interpolation approach in E-P function parameters (Michieli 1994.).

T A B L E 2.
Arbitrary
Energy

Ea [MeV]

0.09

0.10

0.11

0.12*

0.13**

Energy points used for
interpolation [MeV]

El E2

0.089

0.089 0.09

0.09 0.10

0.10 0.11

0.11 0.12

E3 E4

0.10 0.11

0.11 0.12

0.12 0.13

0.13

0.14

Maximum Deviation
in Buildup Factors

l(%)l
This paper Ref.[l]

3.68

4.45 6.35

5.08

9.16 12.34

16.3

Xmax
[mfp]
***

40

2

40

6

10

Rms
(%)

2.23

2.77

2.61

6.13

9.21

* The second triplet of points is excluded because at 0.14 MeV larger dependence of attenuation factors
on energy begins. With 0.14 MeV point included, the error would be 10.8 %.

** Beyond this point standard approach gives better results. Second triplet of points is excluded (0.15 MeV).
*** Xmax is penetration depth in mfp. where maximum deviation (this paper) from basic buildup data occurs.

Results demonstrate that new interpolation approach presented in this paper is
adequate for energies near the K-edge in lead and that it can be used with confidance.
Interpolation errors are within 10 % or lower. Comparison with the results from standard
approach (ref. [1]) leads to the conclusion that described interpolation approach is a
competent choice for E < 0.14 MeV and penetration depths that exceed 20 mfp.
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